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Identifying Perceptually Salient Features
on 2D Shapes
Lisa J. Larsson, Ge´raldine Morin, Antoine Begault, Raphae¨lle Chaine,
Jeannine Abiva, Evelyne Hubert, Monica Hurdal, Mao Li, Beatriz
Paniagua, Giang Tran, and Marie-Paule Cani
Abstract Maintaining the local style and scale of 2D shape features dur-
ing deformation, such as when elongating, compressing, or bending a shape,
is essential for interactive shape editing. To achieve this, a necessary first
step is to develop a robust classification method able to detect salient shape
features, if possible in a hierarchical manner. Our aim is to overcome the
limitations of existing techniques, which are not always able to detect what
a user immediately identifies as a shape feature. Therefore, we first conduct
a user study enabling us to learn how shape features are perceived. We then
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propose and compare several algorithms, all based on the medial axis trans-
form or similar skeletal representations, to identify relevant shape features
from this perceptual viewpoint. We discuss the results of each algorithm and
compare them with those of the user study, leading to a practical solution
for computing hierarchies of salient features on 2D shapes.
1 Introduction
Fig. 1 Real shapes with perceptually salient features, such as seeds on strawberries,
ridges on leaves, and skin details on a chameleon.
Natural objects typically include a hierarchy of shape features, from fine-
scale details to the main object. These features, such as those in the examples
of Figure 1, are fundamental to our perception of the object. Similarly, digital
models of shape incorporate a number of features of various scales. During
interactive shape editing, artists should preferably not have to manually ad-
just or duplicate all these features when deforming the parent shape, e.g., by
bending, twisting, stretching or shrinking it: this would be time-consuming,
even for skilled artists. Therefore, research in interactive shape design has
sought methods that enable adjustments on the parent shape while automat-
ically preserving the style and aesthetics of small shape features.
This paper takes a necessary step towards this challenging goal: it proposes
perceptually-based algorithms to detect shape features, in the case of 2D
shapes. Once shape features are detected, they can be carefully manipulated
during deformation processes. In this work, our first focus is defining what is
meant by a shape feature. Therefore, we use the results of a perceptual user
study to guide our definition of shape features. Secondly, we choose to use
the medial axis transform to detect features on 2D shapes, since this is likely
to ease subsequent generalization to 3D shapes, compared to other criteria,
such as local curvature.
Throughout this paper, S will denote a shape in R2 that has a closed,
piecewise smooth boundary. As a subset of R2, S is a compact set.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we present previ-
ous work. A user study conducted to understand human perception of shape
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features is then motivated and described in Section 3; the results of this study
are also presented. Then, two classes of algorithms for detecting shape fea-
tures are proposed: a geometric algorithm is described in Section 4, followed
by several methods enabling the detection of features at different resolutions
in Section 5. Section 6 then presents numerical tests of the new algorithms
on a variety of interesting shapes and compares this to an existing feature-
detection algorithm. We conclude with a discussion of these results and di-
rections for future work.
2 Previous Work
2.1 The medial axis transform
The medial axis can be defined equivalently in different ways, for instance, in
terms of maximally inscribed balls or the shock set of the eikonal flow from
the shape boundary [3, 7, 8, 16]. The following definition was presented in
[3, 4].
Definition 1 (Medial Axis Transform). The Medial Axis Transform of S
is given by the set of locations M internal to the object with more than one
corresponding closest boundary point and their distance R from the boundary
∂S.
Remark: When the shape S is non-convex, an “exterior medial axis” can
also be defined. These are points in Sc that are equidistant to two or more
closest points along ∂S.
The shape S can be reconstructed as the union of balls centered along M of
radius R. These balls are maximal and have at least two contact points on
the surface. The exterior medial axis is not required for shape reconstruction.
It is often convenient to assume that S is simply connected; i.e., that it
has no holes. This simplifies the topology of the medial axis, in particular
guaranteeing no loops. In the remainder of this paper, we only focus on such
simply connected shapes.
The medial axis representation has been widely studied in computational
geometry. In practice, the medial axis can be approximated as a subset of
the Voronoi diagram of points sampled on the boundary of the shape [1]. In
[13], the authors edit the shock graph to systematically define the distance
between two shapes for recognition.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2 Shapes with salient features. (a) The bumps protruding from the large sphere
are salient. (b) A shape with many salient features.
2.2 Identifying salient features
In his seminal work [9], Michael Leyton characterizes features on 2D shapes
using curvature of the shape boundary: a salient feature of a 2D shape is
identified by the presence of two extrema of curvature of the same sign along
this boundary. The two extrema should occur at the contact points of one
medial ball of the medial axis (or of the external medial axis).
Figure 2 shows a number of salient shape features that follow this defini-
tion: the shape in (b) has many salient features; some are larger, such as what
appears to be the head of a bird, and others are smaller in scale. In our user
study, we probe whether, on average, parts like the bird’s head are perceived
to be a shape feature or part of the main shape. We do not restrict ourselves
to any particular definition of salience here, but rather use the results of the
perceptual study to guide our definition of shape feature.
Directly using skeletal representations to detect salient features has been
proposed in previous work. For example, in [12], the authors use a modi-
fication of the medial axis transform, called the chord axis transform, and
decompose shapes based on the extremal chord strength. In [18], the authors
use both skeletal and boundary features and define a protrusion strength
that is then used to decompose the shape. The originality of our approach
compared to these methods is the fact that we build our work on a user
study, enabling us to address the identification of perceptually salient shape
features.
Furthermore, there are many algorithms designed for pruning the medial
axis that can be applied to identifying shape features. These algorithms were
developed because the medial axis transform is known to be very sensitive
to noise on the shape boundary, resulting in spurious branches [1, 2, 5, 15,
17]. Much work has been devoted to the pruning of these non-informative
branches. The resulting algorithms, aimed at detecting features in order to
remove the less salient ones, should indeed be considered with respect to
our goal. These approaches filter points on the medial axis depending on the
geometric configuration of the contact points of the medial balls (e.g., the
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radius of medial balls combined with the angle between a center and the
contact points [2, 15], the radius of the ball circumscribing the contact points
[5], or the area enclosed by the contact points [14, 17]). More recently the
Scale Axis Transform (SAT) was developed, which uses a nonlinear scaling
of the medial balls to produce a hierarchy of simplified medial axes [6, 11].
This method is recalled in more detail in Section 5, as we evaluated it with
respect to the results of our user study, and then build on it to propose a
solution that better matches our goals.
To adhere to the results of the user study, we propose to extend the SAT
in order to take into account the length or thickness of medial branches. To
compute the length, we rely on the extended distance function (EDF) [10],
which measures the tubularity of a shape. A detailed description of EDF is
given in Section 5; to compute thickness, WEDF, an original weighted version
of EDF, is then proposed. Combining these branch characteristics with the
SAT is one of the key points of our solution.
3 User Study on Shape Feature Perception
A user study was conducted to determine the criteria for the perceptual
identification of features on a 2D shape. For that, given a collection of 2D
shapes, we asked the users to identify any shape features they considered
different from the main shape. This study was designed to gauge the con-
sistency with which users identify shape features, and both motivates and
validates the algorithms we construct. The user study consisted of a set of
44 shapes, that were printed on three sheets of paper. The results for shapes
with semantic content—i.e., shapes that looked like plants, animals, or other
naturally-occurring objects—were discarded to mitigate semantic bias. The
order and the orientation of the shapes was random, to reduce the influence
of similar shapes in adjacent positions.
Indeed, our aim in this study was to identify the geometric criteria that
are important in identifying shape features. For the non-specific, simply con-
nected shapes presented in the user study, we assumed that the partition
of the shape into a main shape plus shape features was independent from
the shape’s orientation. Before conducting the user study, we formed four
hypotheses about the properties of shape features in terms of the radius and
orientation of the shape’s medial axis:
(H1) Any part of a shape delimited by two corresponding extrema of cur-
vature of the same sign (i.e., occurring at the contact points of one medial
ball), is a shape feature. This is Leyton’s criteria [9].
(H2) A junction of the medial axis (local Y shape) is important but neither
necessary nor sufficient to characterize a shape feature.
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(H3) A change in thickness along the medial axis is more predictive of
shape features than a change in direction. Yet, it is neither necessary nor
sufficient to characterize a shape feature.
(H4) If the main shape is not of larger radius than the features, it is of
larger length. Moreover, a part with smaller area is more likely to be a
shape feature than a part with smaller length.
Once the users obtained the set of printed shapes, we gave them the following
instruction:
(Q) We are trying to construct a hierarchy of a shape’s features. Highlight
what you think is NOT the main shape.
The user study was given to 24 people, the sheets were scanned and aligned,
and each pixel was averaged over the 24 forms. The average results in
grayscale are presented in Figure 20. A summary of relevant results is given
below:
0   %
100 %
80  %
60  %
40  %
20  %
Fig. 3 Results of the user study for (H1). (From the left) The first two shapes validate
(H1), as the majority of users choose shape features that are consistent with Leyton’s
definition of salience. The third shape disagrees with Leyton’s definition and (H1), as
only two of the four salient parts are identified as shape features. The fourth shape
also disagrees with (H1), as the two larger areas are salient features by this definition.
The first hypothesis aims to verify the definition of salient shape feature
given by Leyton (see Section 2). This hypothesis was both validated and
refuted by the user study. Actually, Figure 3(a) and (b) confirm (H1), while
(c) and (d) refute it.
In Figure 3 (a), nearly all users identify the nob on top as a shape fea-
ture, while the white area is the main shape. This feature is delimited by
two extrema of curvature of the same sign. Figure 3 (b) also confirms (H1).
Although some users thought of the lower and upper extremities as shape
features, the majority considered those parts to be the main shape, while
the only feature delimited by two extrema of curvature of the same sign was
chosen to be a shape feature by the majority of the users. In Figure 3 (c), all
four extremities should be considered shape features under (H1). However,
this is not observed, as the two extremities that are aligned are considered
by the majority of users to be the main shape. In Figure 3 (d), the users
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both validate and refute (H1). The small nob on the left side of the shape is
overwhelmingly characterized as a shape feature, this is in agreement with
(H1). However, both the large white areas are delimited by two extrema of
curvature of the same sign, yet they are considered the main shape. This
is likely because of the larger size of these areas compared to the thin con-
necting strip. In summary, there are cases that both support and refute this
hypothesis, so it cannot be used in isolation to identify shape features.
0   %
100 %
80  %
60  %
40  %
20  %
Fig. 4 Results of the user study for (H2). (From the top left) The first shape (a)
confirms (H2) because of the first and last prong of the comb—there is no junction
here, yet they are shape features. The shape in (b) also confirms (H2) because it was
unclear which branch of the junction was the shape feature—many thought it was all
the main shape. Shape (c) confirms (H2), as there is no junction for the right-most
feature. In the bottom two figures, a junction is sufficient.
The second hypothesis is concerned with junctions in the medial axis.
(H2) conjectures that a junction in the medial axis is important but neither
sufficient nor necessary to characterize shape features. A junction refers to a
meeting point of three edges of the medial axis. The results here were quite
interesting. There were many cases (see Figure 4) where a junction from the
primary medial axis branch was sufficient to characterize a shape feature (for
example, (d) and (e)). However, for the Y shape (Figure 4 (b)) the users did
not reach a consensus about which branch of the Y was the shape feature, and
some users found there to be no shape features. It is difficult to draw broad
conclusions from this as the Y shape has semantic information—it is shaped
like a letter, which may influence the perception of shape features in this
case. In the top row, Figure 4 (a) and (c) have repeated shape features. In the
comb example (Figure 4 (a)) all the prongs are shape features, even though
the first and last do not occur at a junction of the medial axis. Similarly, in
Figure 4 (c) the right-most feature does not occur at a junction of the medial
axis, so a junction is not necessary in this case. These results demonstrate
that junctions in the medial axis are strong indicators of shape features, but
not sufficient, and suggest that repeated features should also be taken into
account. Hypothesis (H2) was therefore validated by the user study.
The third hypothesis considers whether it is more important to have a
change in shape thickness or a change in the direction of the shape to classify
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shape features. In Figure 5, there are three examples that support (H3).
The results were not unanimous: In Figure 5(a), some users highlighted the
bottom left part as a feature, but most decided that the main shape was the
V to the left, and the feature was the nob to the right. The left V has a
consistent thickness, but not a consistent orientation, while the thickness of
the right nob is significantly reduced. This supports (H3). Figure 5(b) also
depicts mixed opinions, though the majority of users selected the thin right
part of the shape to be a shape feature, which is the part with the smallest
thickness. The results were similar for Figure 5(c). These results validate
(H3). The example of the comb shape (Figure 4 (a)) illustrates that changes
in thickness are not necessary nor sufficient to determine a shape feature.
The thickness of the main part is similar to the thickness of the features in
this example.
0   %
100 %
80  %
60  %
40  %
20  %
Fig. 5 Results of the user study for (H3). All three figures confirm (H3), which says
that a change in thickness is more important than a change in direction in identifying
shape features.
The fourth hypothesis addresses the case where the main shape is not
as thick or as long as the shape features. In Figure 6, (a) and (b) show
cases where the main shape has the same thickness as the shape features.
This validates (H4), as in these two cases, the users identified shape features
that have the smallest length. Therefore, given a shape with nearly constant
thickness, it is necessary and sufficient to use length to successfully identify
shape features. In Figure 6 (c), a shape with non-constant thickness is shown.
In this case, length alone is not sufficient to characterize shape features, as
the thin feature is much longer than the main shape. For shapes with non-
constant thickness, a branch with a bigger area is more likely to be considered
the main shape.
In summary, these results show that:
• Two extrema of curvature of the same sign do not always identify shape
features.
• Junctions in the medial axis are important for determining shape features,
but are neither necessary nor sufficient.
• Repeated parts can be considered features even when there is no junction
in the medial axis.
• Change in radius is more important than change in orientation to identify
shape features.
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Fig. 6 Results of the user study for (H4). All three figures confirm (H4), which says
that the measure (in length or area) of the main shape is larger than that of the shape
feature.
• The length of a part of a shape is necessary and sufficient to identify shape
features when the thickness of the shape is nearly constant.
• A part of a shape with larger area is more likely to be considered the main
shape than a lengthier part of smaller area.
These conclusions have driven the construction of a geometric feature-
detection algorithm, based on the radius and orientation of the medial axis,
which is presented next.
4 Perceptually-based Geometric Feature Detection
Our goal is to partition a 2D shape to separate the main part of the shape
from the shape features. The geometric approach presented in this section
directly builds on the results of the user study we just described: the input
of the algorithm is a 2D shape and the output is the features, given in terms
of their medial axis representation. The method involves first computing the
medial axis, and then partitioning it using criteria that combine branching
information with variations in radius of the medial balls.
4.1 Junctions in the Medial Axis
The most natural way to partition a 2D shape according to its medial axis is
to consider points where the topology of the medial axis changes, that is, to
categorize the branching parts as features. In Figure 7, the small branch of
the medial axis corresponds to the raised bump on the main shape.
However, as confirmed by (H2) in the user-study, determining which
branch corresponds to the feature and which branch corresponds to the main
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Fig. 7 The medial axis (in white) for a shape (in blue). The junction in the medial
axis indicates a branching, which is a criteria for identifying shape features.
shape requires extra information in addition to the detection of junctions:
in Figure 7, there are three branches of the medial axis, and while two cor-
respond to what is visually perceived as the main shape, one corresponds
to the shape feature. Considering junctions of the medial axis in isolation is
therefore not sufficient. In practice, we combine it with other information,
namely changes of radius and of orientation among neighboring branches.
This corresponds to the conditions for identifying features in Algorithm 1
below.
4.2 Changes in radius
As demonstrated in the user study (H2), considering junctions is important
but neither sufficient nor necessary. Shape features may also arise along a
single branch of the medial axis. Figure 8 depicts a simple example, namely
a sphere with a small triangular outcropping, which can appear as a tail or a
nose. The nose is a shape feature, however there is no branch in the medial
axis that would lead to its detection. This suggests that along each branch,
the radius must be considered, and the branch will be further subdivided if
there is a significant change in thickness. A subdivision of the branch means
that we split the branch into two branches and add a new junction between
the two.
Radius
1st Derivative
2nd Derivative
4
3
2
1
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Fig. 8 Left: Although the medial axis has no junction, the nose is a shape feature.
Right: The radius and its derivatives are shown. The calculation starts at the tip of
the feature and proceeds towards the circle center.
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One way to analyze the thickness is to consider the variation of the radius
on the medial axis. Analyzing the behavior of the medial axis in Figure 8 one
can observe that there is a sudden increase in the second derivative (see the
curves in Figure 8, right). Thus, we propose to use the variation of the radius
along the curve to further partition the medial axis. New junctions are added
on simple branches when a second order variation of the radius is detected.
4.3 Resulting geometric algorithm
Once the medial axis has been partitioned by considering both junction and
thickness information along branches, consistency of thickness and orienta-
tion at each junction are considered sequentially to compute the shape decom-
position we are looking for. According to (H3), we first consider changes in
thickness, and when there is no change in thickness, we identify features based
on directions. Our method is summarized in Algorithm 1 below. Note that
we implemented a discrete version of the radius-based partitioning method
just discussed: the medial axis is sampled into a graph of nodes with associ-
ated radius. Adjacent nodes refer to neighboring points along this discretized
graph. The second order derivative of the radius is approximated by the sec-
ond discrete differences (denoted by ∆2) on three successive values of the
radius along a branch.
Results of this algorithm will be discussed in Section 6. This algorithm
requires different parameter values for comparing changes of radius along a
branch (Preprocessing), branch radii at junctions (Part I), and branch ori-
entations (Part II). These parameters can be tuned to get results that con-
sistently match the user study. Moreover the algorithm provides the relative
importance of adjacent branches at each junction: this leads to different levels
of resolution. Of course, branches of the same level are not necessarily topo-
logically connected. Moreover, branch importance is computed based on local
information at each junction. A drawback of this method could be its lack of
computing global branch importance: branches of the same level may be very
different in thickness, for example. Using this algorithm to detect hierarchies
of shape features at different resolutions would require complex tuning, with
different families of values for the three parameters. We therefore investigate
an approach that uses a single resolution threshold, presented next.
5 Towards Multi-Resolution Feature Detection
In this section, we develop an algorithm that can identify a hierarchy of shape
features of different scales. The starting point to achieve this goal is the Scale
Axis Transform, which achieves multiscale feature detection using a nonlinear
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Algorithm 1 Geometric Feature Detection Algorithm
Input: Given S, and a three thresholds ε, T and α used for the second order
variation of the radius of branches, the relative change of thickness, and the relative
angle between branches at a junction, respectively.
Compute M, the medial axis.
Preprocessing:
if there is a second order change of radius along the skeleton, that is ∆2R =
Ri+1 − 2Ri +Ri−1 > ε then
Split the branch at this point (add a junction).
end if
Main Loop:
for each junction x in the medial axis do
Part I: Compare the radius between adjacent branches
for each branch bi entering the junction x do
1. Get the intersection point xi of bi with the circle centered at x of radius
R(x).
2. Compute the radius of the ith branch ri = R(xi).
end for
Find r = maxi ri the maximum radius.
for each branch bi associated with the junction x do
if r − ri > T then
Label bi a feature.
else
Keep bi as the main shape.
end if
end for
Part II: Compare the orientation between adjacent branches
if All branches (bi) are labeled as the main shape then
for each branch bi associated with the junction x do
Compute the orientation θi of the branch bi at xi.
if for all j : |θi − θj | − pi > α then
Label bi a feature.
else
Keep bi the main shape.
end if
end for
end if
end for
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scaling of the medial balls. We first study the standard SAT algorithm and
identify why it does not match our goals. We then propose two extensions,
based on different weightings of the scaling function that use length and area
criteria, respectively. The input to the problem is again the 2D shape, and
the output is a hierarchy of features based on a thresholding parameter.
5.1 Using the Scale Axis Transform
The Scale Axis Transform is a method for pruning spurious branches from
the medial axis of 2D and 3D shapes [6, 11]. Given a shape, S, the first step
of the algorithm is to compute its medial axis M. Next, each ball of the
medial axis is scaled by a factor s > 0 (thus creating a non-linear scaling
of S), and the union of these scaled medial balls forms the s-scaled version
of the shape S. If s > 1, then the shape is dilated, if s < 1, then the shape
is shrunk; s = 1 recovers the original shape. Under a dilation, s > 1, there
will be medial balls that no longer contribute to the boundary of the s-scaled
shape. These medial balls are removed. The inverse scaling 1s is then applied
to the new medial balls, recovering a medial axis representation of S where
the parts of the medial axis corresponding to redundant medial balls are now
pruned. This method is very effective for pruning parts of the medial axis
that are artifacts of rasterized image boundaries and other boundary noise.
Additionally, when s > 1 is progressively increased, this method yields a
hierarchy of medial axes that correspond to progressively simpler versions of
the input shape, S.
In [6], the authors show that for any scaling 0 < s < 1, the s-scaled shape
is homotopy equivalent to the input shape S. Moreover, for a class of scalings
s > 1, the s-scaled shape is also shown to be homotopy equivalent. The s-
scaled shape can be obtained as the appropriate level set of a multiplicatively-
weighted distance function, where the weight is the distance from the surface
to the closest point on the medial axis—the radius of the corresponding
medial ball. These homotopy results are valid in any spatial dimension. In
[11], the authors extend the algorithm for computing pruned medial surfaces
in 3D.
Could the Scale Axis Transform be used for perceptual feature detection?
Indeed, defining a hierarchy of shape features according to their persistence
under the SAT non-linear scaling looks natural. However, since the SAT
prunes features based on the relative size of their medial balls as compared
to neighboring balls, a shape part will be identified as the main shape only
of it is of larger radius than neighboring parts. For example, in Figure 9,
the main part of the shape is of the same radius as the features, meaning
the SAT will fail to identify the features correctly—the whole shape will be
considered the main shape. Features that are attached to a support with the
same radius will not be pruned using the Scale Axis Transform. The next
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Fig. 9 Shapes with features (bumps) of the same radius as the main shape. The
radius of the medial axis transform is nearly constant throughout the shape: the
bumps will thus not be detected as salient features using the classical SAT. However,
in such cases, the user study clearly indicates that the bump should still be identified
as a feature, even without repetition.
two sections propose modifications of the SAT aimed at improving detection
of shape features when the part perceived as the main part of the shape is
relatively thin.
5.2 Length-weighted SAT
Results of the perceptual user study (H4) showed that the main shape may
not be of larger radius than features, but that it should be associated with
some larger measure, such as being longer. To be robust to such cases, our
insight is to use the length of each medial branch to weight the SAT scaling. In
order to characterize the length of a medial axis branch, we use the Extended
Distance Function (EDF) proposed by Lui et. al [10].
Fig. 10 The medial axis of two shapes, the EDF along the medial axis (in color),
and the EMA (red dot).
5.2.1 The Extended Distance Function
In [10], the authors propose to compute at each point of the medial axis a
quantity EDF (the Extended Distance Function), which measures the dis-
tance to the closest extremity of the shape corresponding to a degree-1 node
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on the longest path of the medial axis containing a given medial point. The
set of medial balls corresponding to this longest path is called a tube, and
EDF is the distance to the closest extremity of the tube. This quantity is de-
fined for each point in the medial axis, and may be infinite if the medial axis
contains loops (this happens if there are holes in S). The authors also intro-
duce a notion of the center of a shape based on its medial axis representation
and EDF. They consider all paths along the medial axis, starting from one
degree-1 node, and reaching to another degree-1 node of the medial axis. The
midpoint of the path that is of maximal length is called the EMA (Extended
Medial Axis). If the medial axis is acyclic (no loops), then the EMA is finite,
else it is infinite. Figure 10 shows an example of EDF and EMA along the
medial axis.
5.2.2 Feature Detection
Let S be simply connected. We propose a scaling factor based on the extended
distance function. We partition the medial axis into branches. A branch is
defined as a 1D subset of the medial axis on which EDF is continuous (such
as straight parts in Figure 10). On a branch b, we consider the factor
˜`(b) = sup
x∈b
{EDF(x)} .
We propose to tune the scaling factor of the SAT algorithm using the branch
length factor `(b) ∈ (0, 1]:
`(b) =
˜`(b)
maxb′ ˜`(b′) .
This leads to the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2 The SAT-EDF Feature Detection Algorithm
Input: Given S, and some scaling threshold s > 1.
1. Compute M, the medial axis.
2. For each branch b of the medial axis, compute `(b), the EDF-based length.
3. For each point xi along M, scale the medial ball of radius R(xi) by a factor
s `(b), where b is the branch that contains xi.
4. If the medial ball of xi is contained in the union of other medial balls, label this
medial point as belonging to a shape feature.
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5.3 Area-weighted SAT
The length is important in determining shape features in cases where the
medial balls have nearly constant radii. Similarly, the area can also be im-
portant, as stated in (H4). Parts of shapes can be very long, yet have small
medial radius. In these cases, the results of the user study suggest that the
parts of the shape that have a smaller area are more likely to be a shape
feature. For these reasons, we propose a weighted version of EDF that is a
proxy for the area of a shape and can be easily computed using the medial
representation. This weighted EDF is then used to adjust the scaling of the
SAT algorithm to incorporate the area corresponding to a medial branch.
5.3.1 The Weighted Extended Distance Function
We propose an extension of EDF, weighted EDF (WEDF), for simply con-
nected 2D shapes that takes into account not only the length of the shape but
also its thickness. We can similarly define the WEMA which generalizes the
EMA. WEDF is a weighted variant of EDF, and corresponds to a weighted
integral of the medial radii along branches of the medial axis. For each point
along the medial axis, there is a path such that the area of the union of the
medial balls along this path is maximal. One can compute the area of the
part of this tube that lies to the left and to the right of the chosen medial
point. WEDF is the smaller of these two areas. Recall that EDF was similarly
defined, in terms of medial length not shape area (see Section 5.2.1).
We first give some auxiliary definitions that will aid in defining WEDF.
These quantities are illustrated in Figure 11.
i). For any point x along the medial axis that has exactly two contact
points we define two angles θ1(x) and θ2(x) as follows: Form a line
between the two contact points and x. The angle between these lines
and the tangent of the medial axis at x yield θ1(x) and θ2(x). Either the
tangent or negative tangent can be used to calculate these angles; this
leads to different values of θ1(x) and θ2(x), however, the same value of
sin(θ1(x)) and sin(θ2(x)) will be obtained. The set of medial points x
with more than two corresponding boundary points has measure zero,
so it suffices to consider these two angles.
ii). Let f be a connected curve within the medial axis, with endpoints a
and c. At these endpoints, Af (a) and Af (c) refer to the area of the cir-
cle sector of the endpoint. This circle sector is defined by all boundary
points of S that are a distance R(x) from the endpoint a or c, respec-
tively. It can be computed as follows: Compute the one-sided limits
θ1(a) = limx→a θ1(x) and θ2(a) = limx→a θ2(x) in radians, where the
tangent is calculated to point towards the extremity of the shape. Then
Af (a) =
θ1(a)+θ2(a)
2 R(a)
2.
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See Figure 11 for an illustration of θ1, θ2 and Af .
Definition 2. Let f be any connected curve within the medial axis, and let
a and c be the end points of f . We define the weight of f by:
W (f) =
∫
f
R(x) (sin θ1(x) + sin θ2(x)) ds(x) +Af (a) +Af (c),
where s is the arclength parametrization of f .
Fig. 11 Computation of WEDF. The dashed area on the left corresponds to the
quantity Af (a) of the medial endpoint a. The quantities relevant to compute WEDF,
R(x) sin(θ1) and R(x) sin(θ2), are illustrated.
This new metric integrates the radius along the path f , and leads naturally
to definitions of the weighted analogs of EDF and EMA.
Definition 3. Let f be a simple path with endpoint a and c.
i). We first define the Weighted Extended Distance Function at a point x
relative to a simple path f as:
WEDFf (x) = min
y=a,c
(∫ y
x
R(t) (sin θ1(t) + sin θ2(t)) ds(t) +Af (y)
)
.
ii). We call the Weighted Extended Distance Function, or WEDF the fol-
lowing quantity:
WEDF(x) = sup
f3x
{WEDFf (x)} .
In this paper we do not consider shapes with holes, or equivalently, we do
not consider medial axes with loops. The definition of WEDF above was
made under this assumption of no loops. The measure EDF is defined in
a similar way, but allows EDF to become infinite if there are loops in the
medial axis [10]. We do not pursue this extension because computationally,
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we require that WEDF be finite—the area of the shape is finite even when
there are holes. Intuitively, the WEDF measures area, whereas EDF measures
the length along the medial axis.
To define the Weighted Extended Medial Axis (WEMA), consider the path
f˜ in the medial axis of maximal weight f˜ = argmaxW (f). The WEMA is the
point x such that WEDFf˜ (x) = W (f˜)/2. For an example of the computation
of WEDF and WEMA and its comparison with EDF and EMA, see Figure
12.
(a) EDF (b) WEDF
(c) EDF (d) WEDF
Fig. 12 Comparison of EDF (a) and WEDF (b) for a shape with a thin feature and
for a shape with a slowly-changing radius (c)-(d).
5.3.2 Construction of WEDF
To compute WEDF, we first discretize the medial axis and represent it as a
weighted graph. Then, starting from degree-1 nodes, we compute WEDF and
work inwards along the medial axis, updating WEDF for each new discretized
medial point. At each junction, we choose the maximum previous WEDF
value to proceed. This algorithm is analogous to the scheme for computing
EDF [10]. The discrete algorithm is summarized below:
1. Initialize each degree-1 node xi with WEDF(xi) = Af (xi) where f is a
path bearing the node xi. Other nodes are initialized with infinite WEDF.
2. For each degree-1 node xi, if its neighbor xj is not degree-1, update
WEDF(xj) = min
(
WEDF(xj),WEDF(xi) + |xi − xj | ∗ g(xi) + g(xj)
2
)
,
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where g(x) = R(x) (sin θ1(x) + sin θ2(x)).
3. At any junction, wait until there is only one adjacent medial point with
infinite WEDF. When this is true, update the junction point using the
largest of the finite adjacent WEDF values (and the formula in step 2).
4. Terminate the algorithm when all discrete medial points have been visited
(equivalently, when all WEDF values are finite).
5.3.3 Feature detection
Assume that S is simply connected. We propose a scaling factor based on
WEDF that is analogous to the EDF-based scaling. We partition the medial
axis into branches. A branch is defined as a 1D subset of the medial axis on
which WEDF is continuous. On a branch b, we consider the factor
ω˜(b) = sup
x∈b
{WEDF(x)} .
We propose to tune the scaling factor of the SAT algorithm using the branch
area proxy ω(b) ∈ (0, 1]:
ω(b) =
ω˜(b)
maxb′ ω˜(b′)
.
This leads to the generalization of the Scale Axis Transform for feature
detection described in Algorithm 3. For a comparison of the SAT, SAT-EDF
and SAT-WEDF algorithms, see Figure 13.
Algorithm 3 The SAT-WEDF Feature Detection Algorithm
Input: Given S, and some scaling threshold s > 1.
1. Compute M, the medial axis.
2. For each branch b of the medial axis, compute ω(b), the WEDF-based area.
3. For each point xi along M, scale the medial ball of radius R(xi) by a factor
s ω(b), where b is the branch that contains xi.
4. If the medial ball of xi is contained in the union of other medial balls, label that
a medial point corresponding to a shape feature.
6 Algorithm Results and Comparisons
In this section, we compare the four algorithms we have discussed for detect-
ing shape features—the geometric algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1), the standard
Scale Axis Transform, the SAT-EDF algorithm (cf. Algorithm 2), and the
SAT-WEDF algorithm (cf. Algorithm 3). Parts of the medial axis correspond-
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Fig. 13 These figures show dilations for the SAT (darker blue in the back) and
SAT-EDF algorithms (light blue). On the left figure, since the radius is similar on
all branches, the SAT will not detect any features. For SAT-EDF, the dilation is
decreasing, and therefore the yellow parts of the medial axis are eventually considered
features of the main shape (the blue part of the medial axis). On the right, the SAT
dilation is indicated in the back as well, and the other regions correspond only to the
dilation of the red point, for SAT-EDF ( the color is the same blue as on the left
figure) and SAT-WEDF (give by a lighter color), respectively. For SAT-EDF, we can
see that the shape is less dilated on the parts that are not labeled as the main axis by
EDF, and is rapidly labeled as a feature of the main shape by the dilation process.
This is not the case for the SAT-WEDF region corresponding to the red point—it
will never be eaten up since it belongs to the biggest branch in terms of area. This
figure explains the results of Figure 19.
ing to the identified features are highlighted in yellow, whereas the part of the
axis corresponding to the main shape are in blue. The geometric algorithm
was based on local medial information—radius and orientation of the medial
branches. The SAT algorithm was the medial pruning method that was the
inspiration for the algorithms proposed [6]. As the Scale Axis Transform is
not able to detect shape features when the medial radii are nearly constant,
SAT-EDF corrects for this by using branch length in the SAT scaling. Sim-
ilarly, to incorporate both length and thickness, the SAT-WEDF algorithm
uses a proxy for branch area in the SAT scaling. The shapes on which we
test the algorithms are similar to the shapes in the user study and have only
the main shape and one level of features to simplify the SAT-based results.
Below, we compare the results of these algorithms on a series of test shapes,
and highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each approach.
Note that for some of our tests (e.g., in Figure 10), we used a simplified
skeletal representation instead of the exact medial axis. We did not notice
any change in the quality of results.
In Figure 14, the results of all four algorithms are shown on a shape with
a thin shape feature. In this case, all algorithms are consistent, and correctly
identify the thin branch as the shape feature.
In Figure 15, the results of the algorithms are shown on a different shape.
In this case, the geometric algorithm, SAT-EDF and SAT-WEDF agree, and
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(a) Geometric (b) SAT (c) SAT-EDF (d) SAT-WEDF
Fig. 14 Comparison of Algorithm Results. (a) The Geometric Algorithm, (b) The
SAT, (c) EDF-Adjusted SAT with EMA in red, (d) WEDF-Adjusted SAT with
WEMA in red.
correctly identify the shorter branch as a shape feature. However, the SAT
algorithm cannot identify the smaller branch because the shape has near-
constant thickness. This shows a case where the three algorithms proposed
here outperform the SAT.
(a) Geometric (b) SAT
(c) SAT-EDF (d) SAT-WEDF
Fig. 15 Comparison of Algorithm Results. (a) The Geometric Algorithm, (b) The
SAT, (c) EDF-Adjusted SAT with EMA in red, (d) WEDF-Adjusted SAT with
WEMA in red.
Figure 16 depicts a case where the geometric algorithm outperforms the
SAT-based algorithms. The geometric algorithm chooses the shape features
which are most consistent with the user study (see Figure 3). The SAT algo-
rithm does not detect shape features due to the nearly constant medial radius
of the shape. The SAT-EDF and SAT-WEDF algorithms produce the same
results (due to the near-constant medial radius), choosing the longest path as
the main shape and the smaller branches as features, neglecting orientation.
On Figure 17 however, the local character of the geometric algorithm leads
to a non-intuitive choice for the feature: the aligned segments are chosen as
the main shape, despite their small size compared to a large feature. The
SAT-based algorithms are able to identify the larger left part of the shape
as part of the main shape, because they employ a global strategy to identify
shape features. However, here all SAT-based algorithms use the same scaling
factor: whereas SAT-WEDF is already able to identify the right part as the
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(a) Geometric (b) SAT (c) SAT-EDF (d) SAT-WEDF
Fig. 16 Comparison of Algorithm Results. (a) The Geometric Algorithm, (b) The
SAT, (c) EDF-Adjusted SAT with EMA in red, (d) WEDF-Adjusted SAT with
WEMA in red.
feature, the SAT and SAT-EDF algorithms do not. Eventually, for larger
scaling, both the SAT and SAT-EDF algorithms identify the same part as a
feature.
(a) Geometric (b) SAT
(c) SAT-EDF (d) SAT-WEDF
Fig. 17 Comparison of Algorithm Results. (a) The Geometric Algorithm, (b) The
SAT, (c) EDF-Adjusted SAT with EMA in red, (d) WEDF-Adjusted SAT with
WEMA in red.
In Figure 18, the results are shown for two shapes with repeated features.
The SAT algorithm is unable to detect shape features due to the nearly-
constant radius of the medial balls for these two shapes. However, the geo-
metric algorithm as well as SAT-EDF and SAT-WEDF both detect the same
shape features. For the shape with less protruding shape features, these re-
sults are consistent with the user study. For the shape in the first row, the end
features are not detected. None of these algorithms currently detect repeated
shape features. In the first row of Figure 18, the two end segments may not
be considered shape features without the middle three features. This leads
us to a possible extension of the current methods, based on the following
statement:
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(a) Geometric (b) SAT
(c) SAT-EDF (d) SAT-WEDF
(e) Geometric (f) SAT
(g) SAT-EDF (h) SAT-WEDF
Fig. 18 Comparison of Algorithm Results on two shapes. (a) and (e) The Geometric,
(b) and (f) The SAT, (c) and (g) EDF-Adjusted SAT with EMA in red, (d) and (h)
WEDF-Adjusted SAT with WEMA in red.
Repeated parts of a shape are likely to be perceived as shape features.
In Figure 19, an example is shown where SAT-WEDF outperforms SAT-EDF.
In this case, the geometric algorithm, the SAT algorithm, and SAT-WEDF all
correctly identify the long, thin segment as the shape feature. For SAT-EDF,
the algorithm considers this long thin feature to be the main shape, whereas
the nob at the bottom was identified as a feature. As this was considered to
be part of the main shape in the user study, these results show the sensitivity
of SAT-EDF to long, thin shape parts.
These results demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of four algorithms
we tested for detecting shape features. Our conclusions are given next.
7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, the perception of 2D shape features was measured via a user
study. This information was then used to construct three algorithms to iden-
tify shape features. The first algorithm was a geometric algorithm based on
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Not a Feature 
Feature 
(a) Geometric
Not a Feature 
Feature 
(b) SAT
Not a Feature 
Feature 
(c) SAT-EDF
Not a Feature 
Feature 
(d) SAT-WEDF
Fig. 19 Comparison of Algorithm Results. (a) The Geometric Algorithm, (b) The
SAT, (c) EDF-Adjusted SAT with EMA in red, (d) WEDF-Adjusted SAT with
WEMA in red.
change in radius and orientation at junctions of the medial axis. This method
offered results that were consistent with the user study on most examples,
but may fail as it is only based on local criteria (see Figure 17). The Scale
Axis Transform uses global criteria and performs well on many examples, but
cannot identify features correctly on shapes with near-constant thickness,
whereas the user study shows very clear identification of features on such
shapes. We thus extended the SAT algorithm to incorporate branch length
(based on EDF) in the scaling. This method—SAT-EDF—is able to iden-
tify features on a shape with near-constant thickness. However, the lengthier
branches are always considered the main shape, which is not consistent with
the user study. The last algorithm—SAT-WEDF—was able to handle cases
with long and thin features, as it uses both length and thickness information
in the SAT scaling. In this case, the last algorithm reproduced well the results
of the user study. However, the results of these algorithms on a set of test
shapes indicated that all algorithms should be coupled with a mechanism for
detecting repeated shape features.
The benefit of using the SAT-based algorithms is that they immediately of-
fer a hierarchy of shape features by tuning the scaling threshold s. The shapes
in this paper were chosen to have only two level of details (main shape and
features) in order to identify perceptual features as defined by a tractable
user study. These two levels are adapted for handling shape deformation op-
erations: properties of the features may be preserved, while the main shape
undergoes the deformation. However, in future work we also intend to benefit
from the multiresolution inherent to the SAT based algorithms. By choosing
an appropriate scaling factor, s, these algorithms automatically find the fea-
tures detected under that scaling. Determining the scale of details on shapes
is well-suited to be investigated in an expanded perceptual study.
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The Results of the User Study
Fig. 20 Results of the user study. This shows the average pixel value for all users on
all 44 shapes administered.
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